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Properties of single-particle dynamics in a parabolic magnetic 
reversal with general time dependence 

Sandra C. Chapman 
Space Science Centre, University of Sussex, Falmer, England 

We investigate single charged particle dynamics in the earth's magnetotail by examining a 
reversal with simple spatial dependence (the field lines are parabolic) but with general time de- 
pendence, which includes the associated induction electric field. The parabolic spatial dependence 
has, in static models, been shown by previous authors to imply that various regular and stochastic 
regimes of behavior exist, with particles remaining in a given regime for all time t. Here we show 
that, in general, time dependence yields transitions in behavior between the various regimes of 
regular and stochastic behavior. We identify three independent parametric coordinates which are 
functions of the field spatial and temporal scales, and the particle gyroscales, and time, which 
will indicate the regime of particle behavior at any given t. For specific time dependent field 
models these parametric coordinates can be inverted to directly give the timescales for transitions 
between one regime of behavior and another in terms of the field and particle spatial and tempo- 
ral scales. These parmetric coordinates have no direct analogue in static models. For a general 
thinning and folding sheet (representing the magnetotail magnetic field close to the center plane 
just before substom onset) this characterization implies that stochastic dynamics may only occur 
over a finite time period and may not occur under certain circumstances. This may have impli- 
cations for our understanding of the role played by single particle dynamics in the destabilization 
or recomSguration of the magnetotail current sheet associated with substorms. 

INTRODUCTION 

A considerable body of work exists [e.g., $peiser, 1965; 
Sonnerup, 1971; Chen and Palmadesso, 1986; Buchner and 
Zelenyi, 1989; Chen, 1992; Wagner et al., 1979] on single 
charged particle dynamics in simple static models of the 
magnetic field reversal in the earth's magnetotail. These 
have led to studies of particle populations in the quasi-static 
magnetotail [e.g., West et al., 1978; Chen et al., 1990; Chen 
and Burkhart, 1990; Burkhart and Chen, 1991; Ashour- Ab- 
dalla et al., 1991] and of conditions in the pre-substorm 
plasma sheet [e.g., Pulkkinen et al., 1991] and its stability 
[Buchner and Zelenyi, 1987]. 

Generally, the characterization of particle dynamics for 
a given static model requires the numerical integration of 
large numbers of trajectories (sufficient to sample all possi- 
ble regions of phase space) for different values of the model 
scaling [Gray and Lee, 1982, Chen and Palmadesso, 1986]. 
A given particle will map out the surface of a static torus in 
phase space and the nature of this torus (that is, whether 
it is regular or not) will determine the nature of the motion 
(that is, whether it is regular or stochastic). 

Special cases in which the field model is scale free can 
be used to analytically characterize the particle dynamics. 
A well-studied example is the model where the field lines 
are parabolas which are static. In this static model, regular 
and stochastic regimes of particle behavior were identified, 
the particle remaining within a given regime for all time 
t. The dynamics were shown analytically to be specified 
largely (but not completely) by a constant parameter n, a 
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function of the characteristic field strength and thickness of 
reversal and the particle gyroradius [Buchner, 1986; Buch- 
her and Zelenyi, 1986, 1989]. In the static parabolic model, 
this parameter plays the same role as the normalized energy 
//defined by Chen and Palmadesso [1986]. The parameter 
• (or //) will not completely specify the nature of the dy- 
namics (i.e., whether it is regular or stochastic) [Chen and 
Palmadesso, 1986; Chen, 1992] there being ordering with 
respect to a second parameter (e.g., Figure 19 of Buchner 
and Zelengi [1989]; see also Chapman and Watkins [1993]). 
The precise nature of some regimes of behavior in the static 
parabolic model have also yet to be completely elucidated 
[Chen, 1992]. However, it has been suggested that • will 
characterize the limiting behavior of particles (Buchner and 
Zelengi [1989]; see also Chen [1992] for a discussion of the 
validity of these limits) and in this sense is a controlling pa- 
rameter. In the static model, the value of the constant • 
then "characterizes" the regime of behavior of the particles 
for all t. 

More recently, dynamics in a parabolic field model with 
simple time dependence (and corresponding induction elec- 
tric field) was investigated [Chapman and Watkins, 1993; 
Chapman, 1993], and it was shown that although the same 
regimes of behavior existed as in the static parabolic model, 
the particle dynamics migrated from one regime to another. 
In the time dependent system, the torus in phase space 
which the particle maps out changes with time. Specifically, 
for a single trajectory, the torus may at early t be regular 
(so that the motion is adiabatic, conserving an approximate 
invariant, such as /•) in the sense that the system is close 
to an integrable limit, but at later t be irregular (so that 
the motion is stochastic). For the time dependent system 
in general we cannot therefore determine the regime of par- 
ticle behavior (i.e. the nature of the torus) at some t by 
integrating the particle trajectory over large t. 
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General time dependence is therefore addresed analyti- 
caJly within the framework of the scale free spatial depen- 
dence of the static model with parabolic field lines. In prin- 
ciple, this field model could be used to describe the thinning 
plasma sheet close to the magnetotail center plane just prior 
to substorm onset. The spatial dependence of the parabolic 
field lines again produces the same regimes of behavior found 
in the static model, the time dependence allows the system 
to migrate between one regime and another. 

In this paper we will analytically derive three (time de- 
pendent) parametric coordinates in the system with gen- 
eral time dependence by examining the particle Hamilto- 
njan equation of motion. These parametric coordinates have 
no direct analogue in any static model. The values of the 
parametric coordinates at any instant will characterize the 
regime of particle behavior of the system at that t. This 
"characterization" does not correspond to an exact specifi- 
cation of the dynamics of a given particle. Instead, we will 
show that the parametric coordinates will indicate at any t 
whether the system is regular (i.e., close to the limiting case 
of integrable behavior) or stochastic. 

We establish the conditions on these parametric coordi- 
nates which indicate a transition from one class of behavior 

to another. These conditions then allow the time spent by 
the particles in any one regime of behavior to be determined 
for specific field models. For some models, including exam- 
ples which describe the thinning presubstorm plasma sheet, 
particles will only spend a finite time executing stochastic 
behavior. If the reversal is sufficiently thin and changing 
sufficiently quickly, intervals of stochastic behavior may not 
occur. The transitions in behavior are illustrated with nu- 

merically integrated trajectories in a simple "thinning" mag- 
netic reversal (with time-varying linking field Bz(t)). 

The organization of the paper is as follows. We first dis- 
cuss the geometrical constraints which allow the Hamilto- 
njan to be written in a sufficiently simplified form to allow 
analytical parameterization. We then review the normal- 
ization of the static model required for parameterization, 
and establish the extent to which behavior can be "char- 

acterized" analytically. This normalization is then used to 
parameterize the general time dependent system. We derive 
the three parametric coordinates, and indicate the possible 
regimes of particle behavior as regions in parametric coor- 
dinate space. The consequences of possible trajectories in 
this parametric coordinate space for motion in a thinning 
reversal are then discussed, and numerically integrated tra- 
jectories in the simple thinning model are presented. 

CONSTRAINTS REQUIRED TO OBTAIN PARAM•TmC 
COORDINATES 

coordinates of the particle. Given the form of the Hamilto- 
njan in an electromagnetic field 

1 

H = •--•m (p - eA) 2 + eO (2) 
we have the constraint that in an appropriate coordinate 

p. A(5) = the mgeotU 
is readily achievable by choosing invariance in the direction 
of the cross-tail current (i.e. the GSE (Geocentric Solar 
Equatorial) • direction) so that A -- Au• , with indepen- 
dent coodinates qa -- x, q2 -- z. The canonical momenta 
are then p• -- ink, p• -- m:• with pa -- m• + eA u as a con- 
stant of the motion (which is zero in an appropriate frame). 
The magnetic field is then confined to the x, z plane and is 
given by contours of Ay. In this Hamiltonian description 
the system therefore has two degrees of freedom and four 
time dependent coordinates i, •, x and z, which describe 
the trajectory in four-dimensional phase space. 

Second, we seek to obtain parametric coordinates which 
vary with time and the (constant) field and particle scales 
only. If the parametric coordinates are a function of one 
variable (t) only it is, in principle, possible to then invert 
them to obtain the times at which transitions in particle 
behavior will occur for a given field model. As we will see 
next, the choice of a field model that is scale free in space ef- 
fectively allows the spatial dependence to be separated from 
the field and particle scales. For static field models, this 
leads (via appropriate normalization) to the determination 
of parameters such as n [Buchner and Zelenyi, 1989] which 
characterize the motion for all t. For time dependent mod- 
els this yields time dependent parametric coordinates which 
characterize the motion at any given t. 

REGIMES OF BEHAVIOR IN THE STATIC PARABOLIC MODEL 

The particle behavior in the static parabolic model has 
been analyzed in detail by Buchner and Zelenyi [1989] and 
Chen and Palmadesso [1986]. Here we briefly reiterate the 
properties of the system to establish the regimes of particle 
behavior that arise as a consequence of the geometry of this 
model. In this static field, particles will remain within a 
given regime for all t; with the addition of time dependence 
these regimes are preserved, but particles can migrate from 
one regime to another with time. We will then identify the 
extent to which parameters such as n characterize particle 
behavior. 

With X, Y and Z corresponding to GSE coordinates, the 
static model is 

h0 ' 

Two significant constraints are required to analytically 
obtain a simplified Hamiltonian equation of motion and 
hence parametric coordinates which characterize the dynam- 
ics. 

First, we shall analytically examine a system of coupled 
oscillators by essentially obtaining appropriate scaling of the 
particle pseudopotential • so that we require a system with 
HamiltonJan of the form 

2 

= + , ( 
where pj and qj are the generalized momenta and position 

E---- 0 (4) 

The Larmor scales associated with the constant linking field 
Bz define the spatial and temporal scales with which we can 
"measure" all other spatial and temporal scales. Normaliz- 
ing the magnetic field to the linking field Bz, temporal scales 
to the inverse of the gyrofrequency in this field • - eB•/m 
and spatial scales to the particle gyroradius p• = v/•, the 
static field model becomes: 

B = (aoz, 0, 1) (5) 

r=o 
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The parameter as Ho = h•o + hzo with 

i 2 I 2 •0 • _ ñ_ v•.•) (7) •0 - +-• Bz ho- •2 - •- 2 

partially determines the particle dynamics [Buchner and 
Zelenyi, 1989; Chen and Palmadesso, 1986; Chapman and 
Watkins, 1993]. In addition, it can be demonstrated an- 
alytically that at least one other parameter is required to 
completely specify the regime of behavior of a given particle 
in the parabolic model [Buchner and Zelenyi, 1989; Chap- 
man and Watkins, 1993]. 

Since the static parabolic model has no intrinsic scale 
height, this is effectively specified by the range of z values 
of a given trajectory [see Chapman and Cowley, 1985]. This 
can be illustrated as follows: if we renormalize the above 

equations to give new variables z* = a0z, t* = t (that is, 
normalizing (3) to length p•/ao instead of length p•), the 
equations of motion describing the system become functions 
of z* (and z*, y*) and t* only (note that htis also renormal- 
izes velocities, i.e. v*(t*) = a0v(t)). The single trajectory 
given by z*(t*) is either that of a particle with small a0 and 
large z(t) or large a0 and small z(t). These correspond to 
a trajectory with mirror points far from the center plane in 
a "weak" (e.g., large-scale height h) reversal or a trajectory 
with mirror points close to the center plane in a "strong" 
(e.g., small-scale height h) reversal, respectively. Hence the 
choice of c•0 does not uniquely distinguish dynamics in the 
static model but does, as we shall see next, characterize the 
dynamics by scaling the coupling between the x and z mo- 
tion. 

In the static parabolic system the equations of motion are 
2 

Z 

• = .0 5 ß (8) 

z 2 

• ---- -a0(a0 T - a:)z (9) 
The Hamiltonian may be written 

i2 •2 
•o - 5- + T + •o(-o, •, •) (•0) 

where Ho is a cons•an• of •he motion and 

• • ): •Ag (•) •o=•(-oT- • = 
These equations describe [he behavior of [wo nonfinear 

coupled oscffia•ors in z and z. The s•reng•h of •he coupting 
be[ween [he [wo oscffia[ors wffi essentity dic[a[e [he ha- 
lure of [he particle dynamics. To parame[erize [he coupting 
s•reng•h, we can a•emp• •o write •he Hamfi•onian in •he 
form for •wo decoupled oscffia•ors. If •he z and z oscffia•ors 
were decoupled, [hen [he Hamfi[onian 

• = •.(-o, i, •) + •(-o, i, •) (•2) 

where 

a. = T + •.(-o, •) 

•2 
h• = •- + •P•(ao, z) (14) 

The Hamiltonian for the coupled system (10) can be written 

(•5) 

or 

•2 ]Z2 / Z2 / a•0 - • + • (.0•) •' • - 2•(.0•) -• (•) 

•o = 5- + • • - 2•-•ø (•) 

;/2 1 z 2 z )2 •o=T+• (.o• 
In the limit of a "strong" reversal 

2 

l ao -- I>> 1 (19) 

and in the limit of a "weak" reversal 

z 2 
I-o--I<< • (20) 

the oscillators are weakly coupled, and (15)-(18) imply seg- 
ments of motion with distinct • and z frequencies w•0 m 1 
and wzo • aoz/2. One fimi• in which •he motion completely 
decouples corresponds •o a zero reversing field B• = 0 (or an 
infinite shee• •hickness compared •o •he gyroradius h/p• 
•), so •ha• a0 = 0 and from (17) and (18) (for finite z) 
•he z oscffia•or vanishes leaving gyromofion abou• •he con- 
s•an• fining field B• a• •he unnorm•zed gyrofrequency 
• = eBb/m, which has been norm•zed •o w•0 = 1. The 
o•her timid, of vanishing finhng field B• = 0 (or equivMenfly 
a vanishing shee• •hickness •o gyroradius h/p• 
a0 • • has w•0 • • and w•0 = 1 and does no• decouple 
•he oscma•ors as written in (15)-(16). This fimi• does no• 
represen• a neu•rM shee• as in •he formalism used here •he 
sc•ng (7) canno• distinguish •he physic•y meaningful c•e 
of a vanishing fining field from •he non-physicM c•e of 
vanishing shee• •hickness (see Mso Ghen [1992]). However, 
•he time dependen• parametric coordinate •ha• wffi be ob- 
•ned from a gener•zafion of •he sc•ng (7) wffi be mean- 
ingful for re•sfic time dependen• field models appropriate 
for •he pre-subs•orm geo• in which •he magnetic reversM 
•hins wi•h increasing t (i.e., •hose •ha• do no• include an 
infinitely •hin current shee• a• finite t). 

Two regimes of in•eres• here can •hen be identified [see 
Mso Buchner and Zelenyi, 1989; Ghen and Palmadesso, 1986; 
Ghen, 1992]. In a reversM which is sufficiently "weak" wi•h 
respec• •o •he particle motion (i.e., if a0 is sufficiently sm• 
•ha• I "0z•/ß I<< • ) •he oscma•ors are weary coupled. The 
motion wffi be regular (in •he sense •ha• i• approaches •he in- 
•egrable decoupled fimi• a0 = 0) conserving an approfima•e 
adiabatic invarian• • = v•/B. The motion is characterized 
by fas• • oscffiafions abou• •he field, wi•h slow z bounce 
motion between mirror points (i.e. w•0 > w•0) . 

For larger vMues of a0, such •ha• I doze/• I • 1 •he motion 
wffi become s•rongly coupled and wffi be s•och•fic. This 
regime of behavior, characterized by a0 > 1 or a0 • 1, 
corresponds •o motion which is composed of segments of 
conserving motion when •he particle is far from •he cen•er 
plane, and fas• oscffiafions in z which are approfima•ely 
I•(= • v,dz) conserving as •he particle crosses •he cen•er 
plane. 

(•s) 
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The simple scale free parabohc model can represent some 
aspects of more phenomenologically accurate models of the 
tail current sheet in a region close to the center plane. For 
tt-conserving and stochastic trajectories, stochastic behavior 
resulting, for example, in jumps in the particle action tt, oc- 
curs as the particle crosses the center plane z = 0, so that in 
order to examine the conditions for stochasticity in single- 
particle dynamics we accurately model the spatial region 
close to the center plane. The model should therefore be 
relevant to trapped particles in more complex systems pro- 
vided that the segment of the particle trajectory close to the 
center plane of the reversal which results in its stochasticity 
(e.g., where the pitch angle of tt conserving particles is being 
scattered) is contained within a region where the field hnes 
are approximately parabohc. Far from the center plane, the 
particle motion will be regular in both the parabohc model 
and more phenomenologically accurate models. An addi- 
tional feature of more phenomenologically accurate models 
will be the inclusion of loss cones, so that particles exiting 
the parabohc region with sufficiently small pitch angle will 
be lost from the system (e.g., transient orbits [Chen and 
Palrnadesso, 1986]). 

THE PAltABOLIC MODEL WITH GENERAL TIM• 
DEPENDENCE 

We will now demonstrate that the introduction of time 

dependence allows particle behavior to migrate between the 
different regimes summarized above and will obtain conve- 
nient parametric coordinates which characterize this migra- 
tion. We will consider a magnetic field of the form 

B = f=(T)B=•-, O, fz(T)Bz (21) 
with vector potential 

A = O, fzB•X - f=Bx •-• + At(T), 0 (22) 
with corresponding induction electric field 

OT = • -]•B•X + ]•B•5- • + E•(T) (23) 
where, in generM, the magnetic field model does not con- 
m•, = -A,(r), which depends upon the chosen 
frame of reference. If, for example, the } component of the 
field is constant (f• constant) this "convection" electric field 
E• can be removed by a de Hoffman Teller frame transfor- 
mation [Chapman and Watkins, 1993]. Gener•y, and for 
examples of specific interest such • a thinning model where 
f• decre,es with time, this w• not be the c•e. 

We can ag•n use the characteristic norma•zation of the 
static model, that is, to norm•ze the magnetic field to the 
characteristic z field B•, and distances and times to the 
Larmor scMes in this field. This yields 

and 

( ' B = /.(•-•)aoz, O,/z(•) 

= - + 

(24) 

(2s) 

E = • -]• + La0 T + E•(•) (26) 
where ao is as defined for the static model. 

Note that since the spatial dependence of the model is 
still scale free, we can again rewrite the equations that spec- 
ify the system as independent of a0 if we renormalize such 
that the new position coordinates z* = a0z; the choice of 
z*(t* = 0) then specifies the a0 of the system. Since the time 
dependence is in general not scale free this does not ehm- 
inate the additional dependence on the intrinsic timescales 
contained in f•(t) and f•(t). 

The equations of motion are 

(27) 

z 2 
• = -L• + I•0 • a, = -a. (2s) 

( z2 ) • = -•aof•z = -aof•Z -f•z + f=ao•- - At (29) 
The time dependent HamiltonJan equation of motion is 

d 1 .• •) /• •( +/•)+ - •(• (30) 

where 

so that time dependence results in a pseudopotential which, 
as well as having the same spatial dependence as in the static 
model, is a function of time dependent parameters 

t 

t a0 (32) •, (t) = f*(•i) 

Aa(t) = f•(•--•) (33) 
and the frame dependent At(t). We can transform to the 
(primed) frame in which A•(t) = 0 with •' = ß + At/Aa, 
z' = z, and t' = t, provided we do not attempt to take the 
hmit of vanishing hnking field (i.e., provided Aa • 0). The 
pseudopotential then becomes 

( 9' 1 ,2_ 1A• x'-A, (34) = •A• • 
Once again these equations describe the behavior of two 

nonlinear coupled oscillators in x and z. If in the accelerat- 
ing frame, we attempt to write them in alecoupled form in 
analogy to (16)-(19), then 

(35) 

or 

(36) 
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h'•= •-+•. 2 1-2 hi w• 

•,2 1( z') 2 Z t2 (3s) 

so that now in the weakly coupled limit the frequency of 
the z oscillator w, • h2 = fz is time dependent, the fre- 
quency of the z oscillator wz • h•h2z'/2 is also explicitly 
time dependent, and the ratio of the two scales with hi. 

In analogy to the static model, and as was demonstrated 
for the simple time dependent model [ Chapman and Watkins, 
1993], the value of the parametric coordinate hi (t) scales 
the strength of the coupling between the two oscillators. If 
hi = 0, then the motion decouples. If hi is sufficiently small 
then the coupling will be weak, and the characteristic motion 
can be regular /z-conserving. However if hi becomes suffi- 
ciently large (again "characterized" by hi -• 1 or hi > 1) at 
some later t, there will be transition to stochastic motion. 

The behavior identified in the static model for different 

a0 (constant) for all t by a0 << 1, a0 - 1 and a0 >> 1 will be 
just the behavior exhibited by the time dependent system 
at different times, that is for hi (t) for times when hi << 1, 
hi - 1, and hi >> 1. Hence for example, for hi (t) increasing 
with time, particles at initially small hi (t) will be/z conserv- 
ing and, as hi (t) increases will exhibit stochastic behavior. 
We can estimate the time at which the transition between 

particles being /z conserving to being stochastic takes place 
as when hi -• 1, provided the particles cross the center plane 
on that timescale. 

In addition, since 

12( z 2 At) •'(•,•:,:,:,A,)=•: :-•T +• (39) 

then 

= )• OH OH OH • OAt 

O• 

- (4o) 

since Ec--•i.t and using (28). 
The change in the particle Hamiltonian with time is, as we 

would expect, given by the change in the pseudopotential, 
with an additional frame dependent contribution to v. E 
from the y-directed convection electric field Ec. The lat- 
ter will contribute to the (frame dependent) energy of the 
particle at any given [ but should not affect the characteri- 
zation of the overall behavior, that is, whether the particle 
motion is regular or stochastic. 

Equation (40) suggests that •a and N2 scale the rate of 
change of the pseudopotential and therefore also must be 
parametric coordinates which characterize the particle mo- 
tion. These two parametric coordinates refer to two classes 
of adiabaticity, which appear since there are two timescales 
on which the pseudopotential changes. These timescales 
are just the characteristic particle Larmor period given by 
ha = w• = f• and the transition timescale given by hi. If 
the pseudopotential changes slowly with respect to the Lar- 
mot period then the particle motion is "adiabatic" in the 
commonly referred to sense, that is, 

then the parameter 

(41) 

- IX: I _ ILl (42) 
must indicate "particle" adiabaticity with respect to Larmor 
oscillations, so that if dh2 << 1 segments of/z-conserving 
motion may exist, and if dh2 •_ 1 or dh2 > 1, there can be 
no/z-conserving motion. 

The nature of the system (i.e. that it is two nonhnear 
coupled oscillators with time dependence) has introduced a 
second timescale: the transition timescale given by hi •- 1. 
This timescale gives a slow change in the pseudopotential 
with respect to the Larmor period, that is, the system is 
adiabatic if 

I• I<< w• (43) 

so that the parameter 

I I 
indicates system •di•b•ticity. If d• • 1 (the "slow p•- 
s•ge •mit"), then the transition is slow; that is, it occurs 
over m•ny gyroperiods, •nd segments of •-conserving mo- 
tion m•y e•st, where• ffd• • 1 or d• • 1 (the 
p•s•ge •mit") there c•n be no •-conserving motion. 

We c•n •ustr•te this by estimating the time t•ken for 
to change from 0 to 1. Since 

d• At • A• (45) 
dt 

the ch•ge • • 1 w• be slow (i.e., occur over m•ny 
gyroperiods) if the corresponding •t • 1/• so that 

d• 1 
<< 

dt • 

• •bove. 

In order to characterize trajectories we only need to iden- 
tify the v•rious regimes of behavior in •, d•, d•2 sp•ce. 
The loc•tion of ß p•rticle •t •y • is known in this sp•ce 
• •, d•, •nd d•2 •re just functions of t •d •re specified 
by the m•gnetic field model in which the p•rticles move. 
Possible closes of trajectory •re shown on Figure 1, which 
is ß plot of the possible regimes of behavior in this p•r•- 
metric coordinate sp•ce. The notion• trajectories shown 
begin in ß region of regular "•di•b•tic" motion, •t ß time 
when • • 1, d• • 1 •nd d•2 • 1 so that the motion 
is •-conserving. This initi• condition could correspond to 
motion in ß revers• •t the e•rly stages of thinning, so that 
the sp•ti• sc•e of the revers• is l•rge compared to the gy- 
ror•dius, •nd the field is ch•ging slowly with respect to 
both the gyroperiod •nd the tr•sition timesc•e. 

Two possible p•ths •re shown for the p•rticles • • in- 
cre•es •nd the revers• thins. If the transition • • 1 oc- 

curs wh•e d• • 1 •nd d•2 • 1 (• slow p•s•ge through the 
transition), the p•rticles c• continue to execute segments 
•- conserving motion once • • 1. The tr•sition is there- 
fore into stoch•tic behavior, which includes segments 
both •-conserving motion •d f•t (I•-conserving) z osc•- 
tions •cross the center pl•e. The motion c• only continue 
to execute segments of •-conserving motion wh•e d• • 1 
ß nd d•2 • 1, if •t some l•ter t this is no longer the c•e 
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1 i 

g- con]ervih,g 

lconserving 

stochastic 

Figure 1. Notional trajectories for slow and fast passage transi- 
tions for a thinning reversal are marked on a plot in parametric 
coordinate d)•l, d)•2 versus )•l space. The different regimes of par- 
ticle motion are marked on the plot (dashed lines indicate their 
notional boundaries). 

Unnormalized, the magnetic field is 

n= ' ' 

which represents a "thinning" field; that is, the linking field 
decreases with t. The corresponding electric field 

- (48) 
has E•(T) = 0, this corresponds to a frame of reference in 
which •he field fine p•sing through X = 0, Z = 0 is at rest. 
We may move into an E•(T) • 0 frame by acceleration in 
the • direction; in the moving frame the particle inifiM ve- 
locity and subsequent energisafion wffi differ (from equation 
(40)), bu• the z(t)wm be unchanged. 

Again, normMizing the magnetic field to a characteristic 
fining field B,, time to the inverse of the gyrofrequency 
in field B, (that is, to 1/•,, and length to a characteristic 
gyroradius p, = v/•, yields 

a - 0, + (4, 
The parametric coordinates for this system are 

= -0 + (s0) 

(as shown), the motion will be entirely composed of fast 
(/z-conserving) z oscillations. If on the other hand the tran- 
sition A• • 1 occurs after dA• ___ 1 or dA2 ----- 1 (a fast pas- 
sage through the transition) then segments of tt-conserving 
motion cannot exist after the transition • _• 1. In this 

case, stochastic motion composed of segments of both 
conserving motion and fast (/z-conserving) motion cannot 
occur, and the transition will be from a single period of 
regular tt-conserving motion to a single period of regular 
/z-conserving motion. 

It should be emphasised that the condition for a slow or 
fast transition is not simply whether the system is changing 
slow or fast with respect to the particle gyroperiod (indi- 
cated by d•X2) but also whether the change is slow or fast 
with respect to the transition timescale (indicated by dA•). 

NUMERICALLY INTEGRATED TRAJECTORIES 

Previously, trajectories were numerically integrated in the 
simple time dependent model of Chapman and Watkins [19- 
93] using a model field where f• = T/r = t/(f•zr) (where 
r is the timescale on which the field changes) and fz = 1 
so that A• = r•ot/(f•zr) = c•t , A• = 1, then dA• = c• was 
a constant and dA•. = O. Trajectories were then found to 
exhibit a transition in behavior when t _• 1/c•, that is, when 
A1 _• 1, and to be ordered in behavior by the constant dA• = 
c•. On the plot in parametric coordinate space, trajectories 
would be horizontal lines, the particle moving to the right 
(increasing A•) with increasing t. The parametric coordinate 
dA•. could not be identified in this model as it was zero for 

all trajectories. 
In order to further illustrate the above results, a simple 

field model has been selected which has the property that 
A• = A• (t), dA1 = dA• (t), and dA• is constant; trajectories 
in this model then exhibit transitions with respect to both 
A• and dA• and are ordered with respect to dA2. 

1 

(to+ t 

1 

d• = f•zr (53) 
Examples of a fast and a slow passage in this model are 

sketched in parametric coordinate space in Figures 23 and 
2b, which show given by (52) and (53), respectively. 

In order for a particle to undergo a slow passage, we re- 
quire that as t increases A• << 1 to A1 > 1, while both dA• << 
1 and dA•. << 1. From Figure 23 we see that this particle 
(represented by the line marked slow) will, if A• (t = 0) << 1, 
initially, execute tt-conserving behavior. Once • > 1 the 
motion will become stochastic, exhibiting segments of both 
tt-conserving behavior when far from the center plane, and 
fast z oscillations across the reversal when close to the center 

plane. Once dA• > 1 the motion will be entirely composed 
of fast z oscillations across the reversal. This scenario re- 

quires dad << 1, as shown by the horizontal hue marked 
slow on Figure 2b. From (52) and (53)this trajectory re- 
quires f•zr >> 1 so that both d•. << 1 and the gradient of 
(52), which is 1/(f•zr) << 1. In addition, to/•z must be 
sufficiently small that all three parametric coordinates are 
much less than one at the start of the trajectory, so that the 
motion is initially tt-conserving. 

A numerical solution of such a trajectory is shown in 
Figures 33 and 3b. The equations of motion were inte- 
grated using an adaptive order and adaptive stepsize scheme 
[Shampine and Gordon, 1975]. The normahzation is the 
same as used in the above discussion, (i.e. to length pz 
and time 1/f•z). The field model then has c•0 = 0.01 (a 
weak reversal) , f•zr = 25 (a slowly changing reversal), 
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-conserving 
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FAST 

conserving 

! l•conserving 

ß 

,, stochastic 
/ 

: SLOW 

Figure 2. Notional trajectories for slow and fast passage transi- 
tions in the simple thinning model given in the text marked on 
plots in parametric coordinate d,Xl (a) and d,X2 (b) versus ,Xl 
space. The different regimes of particle motion are marked on 
the plot (dotted lines indicate their notional boundaries). 

3a and 3b, which are plots of z(t) and z(t). The period in 
time spanning from t = 0, so that ;• < 1, to t = 10000, so 
that ;• > 1, is shown in Figure 3a. The z motion appears 
almost linear due to acceleration in the induction electric 

field, and the z motion is oscillatory. From the z motion 
we see that before t = 2500 the motion is composed of fast 
oscillations combined with a slow bounce motion, the par- 
ticle is not strongly pitch angle scattered on crossing the 
center plane (the mirror points at t • 750 and t • 2000 are 
at approximately the same z). However, once t > 2500, an 
interval of stochastic motion begins; on each crossing of the 
center plane the particle executes fast z oscillations before 
being ejected to execute a segment of it-conserving motion 
away from the center plane. In Figure 3b the same trajectory 
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2000 4 0 6000 8000 10000 
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X 10 4 
5- 
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3 
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i i i i i 

0 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 
t 

b 

12000 

12000 

and t0/(•z) : 0.01. The trajectory has initial position 
r = (5 x 10-2,0, 1), with the z position chosen such that 
the renofinalized system would have z*(t* = 0) = aoz(t = 
0) = a0 and the z position chosen such that initially the 
particle lies on the rest field line defined by the choice of 
E•(T): O. The initial v = (0,0.5,-0.01) at t = 0, with 
the velocity components chosen to ensure that the particle 
crosses the center plane z = 0 on a shorter timescale than 
the transition timescales of the system. 

Once t/(flzr) >> to/fl•, that is, once t >> 0.25 (approxi- 
mately a quarter of a gyroperiod) the parametric coordinates 
are just 

,• '"' •-•r t (54) 

1 
-- (56) d;•2 -- fl, r 

which yield the transition times, that is, •z _• 1 at • = 
•,r/ao = 2500, and dA1 ___ 1 at t = (•,r)a/ao = 62500 
(dAa = 1/25 << 1 for all t). We can compare these times 
with the numerically integrated trajectory shown in Figures 

•0 

i i i 

-4o 2 3 '5 

x 106 
2 

3.5 

x 105 

1.5 

0.5 

I00/ I I I I I I 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 

t x 105 
Figure 3.A numericaJly integrated trajectory undergoes slow pas- 
sage in the simple thinning model. The panels show z(t) (top) 
•nd •(t) (bottom). Th• Not •igu• 3(•) •t•t• •t th• initi• 
condition (t = 0) and shows a time period spanning ,X• (t) < 1 
to ,X• (t) > 1. The plot Figure 3(b) starts at the initial condi- 
tion (t = 0) and shows a longer time period which also spans 
d,X•(t) < 1 to d,X•(t) > 1. In this model d,Xa is constant and 
d,Xa < 1 for this trajectory. 

x 1 
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Figure 4. A numerically integrated trajectory undergoes fast pas- 
sage in the simple thinning model. The panels show z(t) (top) 
and z(t) (bottom). The time period starts at the initial condition 
(t = 0). The initial conditions and model parameters are identical 
to the plotted trajectory in Figure 3, except that now dA2 > 1. 

is plotted from t = 0 to t = 3 x 105, that is, until dA• > 1. 
The particle continues to execute stochastic behavior; at 
each subsequent crossing of the center plane the segment 
of fast z oscillations is longer in time until t • 1.2 x 105 
(dA• ___ 2) when the motion becomes entirely composed of 
fast z oscillations. Hence as implied by the above analysis, 
the conditions A1 --4 1 and dA1 --4 1 (with dA2 << 1) give 
the approximate times after which a transition in dynamics 
will occur, the exact times at which the dynamics can be 
identified to change being dependent upon initial conditions 
(being sensitive to the times at which the particle crosses 
the center plane, for example). 

The fast trajectory sketched in parametric coordinate 
space in Figure 2 corresponds to the gradient of (52), 
> 1. However this implies d)[2 > 1, so that segments of 
#-conserving motion cannot exist. A numerical solution of 
such a trajectory is shown in Figure 4, in the same format 
as Figure 3. The field model in this case has identical pa- 
rameters to above, except that now f•zr = 0.02 (d)[2 = 50); 
that is, the reversal now changes quickly. The initial po- 
sition and velocity of the particle is also identical to the 
previous case. From Figure 4 the motion can be seen to be 
entirely composed of fast z oscillatory motion and appears 
to be regular. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Under certain constraints we can obtain a system which 
yields parametric coordinates which are functions of the field 
and particle spatial and temporal scales, and time, that 
characterize particle dynamics of a time dependent rever- 
sal with parabohc field hnes. 

Provided that the particles cross the center plane on the 
transition timescales identified in the system we have shown 
the following: 

1. In general, the different regimes of particle behavior 
may be ordered with respect to three time dependent 
parametric coordinates which are readily obtainable 
for a field model of any given time dependence. Essen- 

tially, these are given by the (time dependent) scaling 
of the strength of the coupling between the x and z 
oscillatory motion and the particle and system adia- 
baricity. 

2. For the case of a thinning reversal, two types of transi- 
tion are possible: a slow transition from •-conserving 
to stochastic motion, then subsequently to regular 
motion entirely composed of z oscillations across the 
center plane, and a fast transition into z oscillatory 
motion with no interval of stochastic motion. 

3. For specific models for the field the parametric coordi- 
nates can be inverted to give the approximate times at 
which transitions between the different types of mo- 
tion occur. 

Multispacecraft in situ measurements, such as those of the 
proposed Gluster mission [Rolj%, 1990 and references therein] 
are needed to unambiguously determine both the character- 
istic length scale and timescale of the field in terms of the 
particle Larmor scales. This will allow the parametric co- 
ordinates to be determined and hence give estimates of the 
times at which transitions between one class of motion and 

another should occur. In particular, this should allow the 
duration of the period of stochastic motion to be determined. 

It has been suggested that the change in the particle dis- 
tribution as the dynamics evolves in the presubstorm thin- 
ning plasma sheet may produce substorm-related instabili- 
ties [Buchner and Zelenyi, 1987] or may thermalize the dis- 
tribution sufficiently to lead ultimately to a reconfiguration 
of the magnetotail [Cowley, 1991; Mitchell et al., 1990, and 
references therein]. The implication of these results, that 
stochastic motion may persist for a finite time or under cer- 
tain circumstances may not occur, may therefore have im- 
plications for our understanding of the role played by single- 
particle dynamics in the substorm cycle. 
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